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ROYAL FLYING DOCTOR SERVICE — MINISTER FOR HEALTH 
Matter of Public Interest 

THE SPEAKER (Mr F. Riebeling): Members, today I received within the prescribed time a letter from the 
Deputy Leader of the Opposition indicating that he wished to debate a motion in the following terms — 

That this house recognises and supports the vital role played by the Royal Flying Doctor Service in 
country areas and condemns the Minister for Health for failing to allocate adequate funding and his 
dismissive attitude towards this essential service. 

If sufficient members agree to this motion, I will allow it. 

[At least five members rose in their places.] 

DR K.D. HAMES (Dawesville — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [3.01 pm]: I move — 

That this house recognises and supports the vital role played by the Royal Flying Doctor Service in 
country areas and condemns the Minister for Health for failing to allocate adequate funding and his 
dismissive attitude towards this essential service. 

To commence, I will read from today’s editorial in The West Australian, which highlights extremely well the 
points that the opposition wishes to make on this matter. It says — 

McGinty comment insults fine work of the RFDS 
Health Minister Jim McGinty is way off the mark in dismissing the cash-strapped Royal Flying Doctor 
Service as an interest group. 

He will find little support from the thousands of West Australians whose lives have been saved, after an 
accident or medical emergency, during the long history of the RFDS. Yesterday, as evidence of its lack 
of funds, the service had to hire a helicopter to fly a doctor to the crash site of another helicopter, 
because it did not have a pilot available. 

The RFDS is a vital and much appreciated source of comfort for people in isolated towns and small 
communities in this vast State. 

The comment, which he repeated on Sunday, shows insulting disregard for the work of the RFDS, and 
the commitment of pilots, doctors and nurses who risk their lives to save others. Mr McGinty should be 
condemned for demeaning this Australian institution. 

Madam Deputy Speaker, we are here today to do exactly that; that is, to condemn the Minister for Health for his 
attitude towards the RFDS and the insulting comments he made in which he called the service “yet another 
interest group”.  

These comments are just another sign of an arrogant government that thinks it already has the election won. The 
comments are typical of this health minister, who thinks he no longer has to look after the interests of country 
Western Australians now that his one vote, one value legislation will significantly reduce country Western 
Australia’s representation in this house. The government knows that it will not win any country seats, and so 
totally disregards the feelings and the needs of country Western Australians.  

The Minister for Health forgets that there are very many people in the metropolitan area who have a great 
sympathy for country Western Australia and the needs of country Western Australians. Many city people who 
have relatives living in country Western Australia will be absolutely antagonised by the Minister for Health’s 
disrespectful attitude towards country people and country services, in particular his attitude towards the Royal 
Flying Doctor Service. People in the metropolitan area will see this as just another example of the 
mismanagement of the health system by this government that Western Australians, particularly those living in 
regional areas, see all the time.  

The budget papers, which outline the major initiatives for 2007-08, include a line about the Western Australian 
Country Health Service negotiating with the Royal Flying Doctor Service about the service’s needs for the next 
five years. A great initiative by this government! The next paragraph in the budget papers outlines the major 
initiatives for 2008-09, and what do we read about the RFDS in response to this clearly delineated need for the 
RFDS in country areas? Absolutely nothing! Not one single comment! We have to go to the budget figures to see 
what the government has budgeted for the RFDS. How much of the $68 million has the government allocated to 
the RFDS? According to the budget papers, an increase of roughly $2 million has been allocated to the St John 
Ambulance service, the patient assisted transport scheme—which is also seriously underfunded in this state—
and to the RFDS. That money will be shared, in some way, between the three organisations. The RFDS has 
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absolutely no idea how much of that $2 million it will receive or how much of the proposed $68 million that it 
needs to operate over the next five years will be forthcoming from the state government. 

The Premier tells this house that the government is still negotiating with the Royal Flying Doctor Service and 
that it has yet to work out how much money it will give the service. What an absolute disgrace! That is what the 
budget is for—the proper disclosure of the government’s intentions. We come into the house, go through all 
these budget papers and read what is in them because we expect the government to tell us exactly how much 
money is coming in, exactly how much money is going out, and what the government is going to spend that 
money on. Whenever any money is spent, the expenditure should be disclosed in the budget. The government 
should not leave the RFDS hanging on tenterhooks with the impression that $2 million will be shared between 
the three organisations and nor should it leave the RFDS with no concept of what the Premier is talking about. 
Maybe the Premier will find a little bit of money between now and the election to butter up the people. The 
government is trying to cover up what it is doing to the RFDS, and that is an absolute disgrace. The government 
is trying to hide its intentions towards the RFDS. However, I do not believe that the government has any 
intentions. I believe that it is only since the RFDS made public this disgraceful lack of state government funding 
that the Premier has said to the Minister for Health, “Look, we’re copping a bit of flak on this; you’d better do 
something. We can pretend that we haven’t worked it out yet and sort out some money between now and the 
election.” The Premier and the Minister for Health are trying to keep a little bit of money on the side in a pork 
barrel so that they can leak it out to the squeakiest wheel or to whoever kicks up the most stink about the lack of 
funding. If there were to be extra money available for the RFDS, it should have been in this budget and, very 
sadly, it is not.  

We went through all these issues in the lead up to the last federal election. The Royal Flying Doctor Service, in 
discussion with commonwealth members, made absolutely clear the critical need for extra service funding. We 
must remember that the RFDS is funded by the commonwealth government to provide emergency transport 
services and by the state government to provide more routine inter-hospital transport services. Obviously, there 
is considerable overlap of pilots and staff and, of course, aeroplanes between those services. The federal Howard 
government made a commitment to significantly increase federal government funds. I do not remember the exact 
figure but I remember a promised increase in commonwealth government funds at least in the order of $8 million 
or $9 million to properly service the RFDS. Because the conducted review demonstrated the critical need of the 
RFDS, it was assumed that the state government would follow suit. Given that the state government is sitting on 
a huge bucketful of money, it was assumed that the state government would ensure that country people in 
Western Australia would be properly looked after and that their health needs would be properly looked after. 
However, we instead see $2 million to be shared by three organisations and a vague promise to increase future 
funding. Frankly, that is not good enough. It is obvious from the press release from the Royal Flying Doctor 
Service that it also does not think that is good enough. The press release states — 

“Although we may not yet have the full picture, we are dismayed that the Government appears to have 
ignored our appeals for funding,” . . .  

“Our submission to Government clearly demonstrated that the RFDS in WA urgently needs more 
aircraft, nurses and doctors to keep up with the increasing demand by the State Government for patient 
transfers between Government hospitals. 

The press release goes on to say that the demand has increased by more than 50 per cent in the past decade. The 
press release goes on to say also that — 

“Four State and Commonwealth reports over the past three years have all said the RFDS in WA is 
seriously under-funded and that vital service delivery is being compromised.  

This government has been in office for seven years. Despite those reports about the serious lack of funding for 
the RFDS, there has been no significant increase in funding by this government for the RFDS.  

The final comment in the press release is that — 

“This looks like another kick in the guts for people living in the bush and I am sure that they will be as 
disappointed as we are.” 

It is not only the RFDS that is disappointed. The opposition is disappointed. The people of Western Australia are 
also disappointed. I am not talking only about country people; I am talking also about the many people in the 
metropolitan area who put their hands deep in their pockets every year to help fund the Royal Flying Doctor 
Service.  

Mrs C.A. Martin interjected.  

Dr K.D. HAMES: The member for Kimberley should be quiet and use her own time. 
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Mrs C.A. Martin interjected.  

Mr C.J. Barnett: Vote with us! 

Dr K.D. HAMES: Yes! The member for Kimberley should vote with members on this side of the chamber to 
get some funding for country Western Australia, because she knows damn well that her minister has let the 
people of country Western Australia down badly.  

MR J.A. McGINTY (Fremantle — Minister for Health) [3.11 pm]: The Department of Health, and in 
particular WA Country Health Service, enjoy a tremendous and close working relationship with the Royal Flying 
Doctor Service. Since we have come into government, we have almost doubled the state government’s 
contribution to the RFDS—from $11 million in 2001 to $19 million this year. In addition, this government is 
putting $600 million into the building of new hospitals, and the refurbishing of older hospitals, throughout the 
length and breadth of this state. An enormous amount of construction work is taking place throughout regional 
Western Australia to upgrade the quality of country health facilities. The Leader of the Opposition is about to get 
a brand-new hospital in his electorate. I could go on. An unprecedented level of expenditure is taking place on 
improving the quality of hospitals in this state. That is the case particularly in country Western Australia and in 
the electorates of National Party members.  

The Royal Flying Doctor Service is doing a great job. However, it is under pressure, and it needs increased 
funding. We are currently negotiating that increased funding. The RFDS currently receives funding of 
$19 million from the state government. It is seeking additional funding of $68 million over the next five years. 
That puts into some context the nature of the demand, which I have called publicly an ambit claim. I say that 
because although the RFDS is undoubtedly under pressure, I do not believe that amount of funding is absolutely 
necessary when put against the backdrop of the current funding to the RFDS. In addition to the $19 million of 
state government funding for the RFDS, it receives funding of $12.5 million from the commonwealth 
government.  

I acknowledge that the Royal Flying Doctor Service is facing significant pressures. I will talk first about the 
planes. The RFDS is seeking three additional new aircraft, and five new aircraft to replace five of its existing 
aircraft. That amounts to a total capital and recurrent cost of $68 million. Another pressure is pilots. The RFDS 
currently has nine trainee pilots. I am advised that within the next one to three months, those trainee pilots will 
have completed their training and will be able to occupy the existing funding positions. That will take some 
significant pressure off the RFDS. In the RFDS, the current vacancy rate among pilots is 14 per cent, and the 
annual turnover rate of pilots is 22 per cent. Perhaps the most dramatic area of shortfall is doctors. This is not an 
issue of funding. This is an issue of being able to find the workforce that is required. That is no different from 
the difficulty that is being faced by many other organisations and industries around the state. In the RFDS, the 
annual turnover rate of doctors is 45 per cent.  

Dr G.G. Jacobs: That is no excuse for not funding it appropriately. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY: There is a 45 per cent turnover rate among doctors. That had led to a shortage of doctors in 
funded positions. There is a vacancy rate of 35 per cent. In other words, 35 per cent of the medical positions in 
the Royal Flying Doctor Service are currently vacant. Those are funded positions that the RFDS cannot find the 
doctors to fill. The situation with nurses is somewhat better, with a 23 per cent turnover rate, and a vacancy rate 
of only five per cent. These are some of the pressures that the RFDS is facing.  

We acknowledge that the Royal Flying Doctor Service is also facing funding pressures. This year, the RFDS is 
budgeting for a $1 million deficit. I put that in the context of its request for additional funding of $68 million. 
The RFDS is also facing pressure from the booming demand, not only in the mining industry, but also 
throughout the state, for the utilisation of its services. It is important to bear in mind that the RFDS is partly 
funded by the commonwealth — 

Ms S.E. Walker: Does a mining company pay if it uses that service?  

Mr J.A. McGinty: To the best of my knowledge, no. 

Mr G. Snook: It pays only in the form of a donation if it sees fit. 

Mrs C.A. Martin: There is no fee-for-service. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY: A part of the RFDS operational budget comes from fundraising and donations  

Mr G. Snook: It is about $1.8 million a year. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY: Yes, but it is nothing like the donation from the state and commonwealth governments. 
These limitations—planes, staff and demand—need to be addressed. That is the basis of the current negotiations 
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with the RFDS. The RFDS presented its business case earlier this year. That business case is currently being 
worked through. Although we acknowledge that there is a need for increased funding, we do not agree with the 
quantum that the RFDS is claiming. That is essentially the argument at the moment.  

As I have said, the funding is essentially split between the commonwealth and the state. I want to make reference 
now to the incident that was reported in this morning’s The West Australian about the helicopter crash in the 
Kimberly. The commonwealth takes responsibility for the funding of emergency response and evacuation. 
Therefore, the exercise that was reported today was funded by the commonwealth. The state funds inter-hospital 
transfers. That is putting it fairly simply—some refinement could be put on that—but that is essentially the 
breakdown. There has been some criticism of the response in the Kimberley, and I will go to that matter a little 
later, because I think the Premier dealt with it very appropriately during question time. I do appreciate that when 
an emergency arises, the utilisation of RFDS aircraft may sometimes be taken up by inter-hospital transfers, so 
there is a certain interdependence in this area.  

Mr B.J. Grylls: Eighty per cent of what they do is inter-hospital transfers. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY: Sure. I have just made that very point.  

I want to move on from there to deal with the incident in the Kimberley. The Royal Flying Doctor Service today 
issued a press release that is highly critical of the wrong reporting in this morning’s The West Australian. I 
would like to very briefly read from that. It was in fact a joint media release from the Royal Flying Doctor 
Service and the WA Country Health Service. It reads — 

Both the RFDS and WA Country Health Service have rejected claims by the West Australian that the 
RFDS was forced to charter a helicopter because it was financially stretched.  

The article in the West Australian was printed without reference or discussion with either the RFDS or 
WA Country Health Service. The claim made by the West Australian failed to convey that the crash site 
was not accessible by fixed wing aircraft and it is quite normal in these situations where people need to 
be evacuated from remote sites to charter whatever transport is available to ensure patients can be 
transferred to safety. 

“The evacuation response in the Kimberley applied normal evacuation procedures and was handled 
quickly and appropriately by the RFDS.” Said Mr Tim Shackleton, CEO RFDS.  

“Like many organisations the RFDS also has problems recruiting pilots and other staff and at present 
we are recruiting a number of pilots to positions that are already funded so this has compounded our 
capacity to respond to incidents.” He said 

Mr Kim Snowball, CEO of WA Country Health Service said “It is a shame that the West Australian 
failed to contact either the RFDS or the Health Department on the case before attributing the event as an 
example of lack of funding.” 

“We are currently in discussions with the RFDS on their funding needs and hope to have an early 
resolution. It also was not reported that in fact the emergency evacuations are funded by the 
Commonwealth rather than the State government. WA Country Health Service is responsible for the 
transfer of patients between hospitals which is where the current discussions with the RFDS are 
focused.” Mr Snowball said. 

I hope The West Australian publishes a correction tomorrow, because its article this morning under the heading 
“Stretched Flying Doctor forced to charter chopper” had these two opening paragraphs — 

The Royal Flying Doctor Service had to send a doctor from Derby on a chartered helicopter to a crash 
scene 230km away yesterday because there was no pilot available to fly the service’s fully equipped 
Derby plane. 

It would not have mattered whether there was a plane; it could not have been flown out into the wilderness area 
because there was no capacity to land it. That is the way in which the article was essentially misleading. It goes 
on — 

The service had to hire the helicopter from Broome because stretched resources meant it also could not 
send its Port Hedland aircraft, which was busy. 

That was an absolutely misleading article, and I hope it will be corrected tomorrow morning.  

Mr C.J. Barnett: Send the police in to make sure you get a correction! Send the storm-troopers in! Raid the 
place! That’s what you want! 
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Mr J.A. McGINTY: That is really intelligent, isn’t it?  

Mr C.J. Barnett: That’s what you did with the Sunday Times, didn’t you? Send the police in! 

Mr J.A. McGINTY: I think the member for Cottesloe will be far happier when he is no longer in this place! 

Mr C.J. Barnett: You are the first government ever to send the police in like that. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY: I just make the point that the charter of a helicopter was necessary and would have 
happened regardless of the circumstances because the crash site was inaccessible; it was some 80 kilometres 
away from the Mt Barnett station airstrip. 

Mr G. Snook: You have to drive that far from the station to get to the station airport! It’s the same. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY: Let me just take that one step further. In the case I am talking about the doctor diagnosed a 
likely spinal injury. Driving across the rough Kimberley terrain in the back of a car is not what is done with a 
spinal-injury patient in those circumstances. There was no capacity to fly the people out, so the Royal Flying 
Doctor Service chartered a helicopter, as is its usual practice, to undertake that work. It is not at all uncommon 
for the RFDS to operate across regions and to send a plane from one region to service another. That is what 
regularly happens, and that is what would have happened on this occasion; however, the appropriate steps were 
taken by the RFDS. 

They are the issues at stake here. I do not intend to speak any longer because the issue is very simple. We are 
currently in the midst of negotiations. I do not intend to continue those negotiations publicly. I intend to sit 
down, as I have done, with the WA Country Health Service, which I understand last met on this very issue on 
Friday last week. Further meetings were organised between me and the Royal Flying Doctor Service for this 
week to conclude these matters as best we can to provide the service that is needed to people, particularly those 
in remote and regional Western Australia where an enhanced RFDS capacity is needed. 

Dr K.D. Hames interjected. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY: The West Australian also published a statement that I made to the press in Albany last 
week, where I was attending a budget function of the business community and where I said three things to the 
media on this issue. The first comment I made was that the Royal Flying Doctor Service does a great job; 
secondly, that we were in the middle of negotiations with the RFDS to try to address the concerns that it had 
properly raised, as it had put in an ambit claim of $68 million for a service that we currently fund to the tune of 
$19 million.  

Dr K.D. Hames interjected. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY: Thirdly, this is what I said that has caused so much excitement around the place in the 
context of a criticism that was made of the Royal Flying Doctor Service’s budget — 

You always expect when you deliver a Budget for interest groups to come out and if you give them 
something, for them to say that it’s not enough, there’s nothing unusual in that . . .  

That is the comment to which everyone has taken offence. Well, goodness gracious me! 

Amendment to Motion 

Mr J.A. McGINTY: Before I sit down, I wish to move an amendment to the motion. I move — 

To delete all words after “areas” in the second line of the motion. 

DR G.G. JACOBS (Roe) [3.24 pm]: The Minister for Health has said the government is “presently negotiating” 
and “we are in discussion” with the Royal Flying Doctor Service. As a general practitioner for 25 years in a rural 
area, I would say that while the minister is having discussions there could be a potential loss of life. The RFDS 
runs a service out of five bases, including Kalgoorlie, which is the one that services my electorate. In the past it 
has provided an excellent service to save lives, which has involved inter-hospital transfers from Esperance 
District Hospital to Royal Perth Hospital or Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital. The increase in the number of 
retrievals and inter-hospital transfers by the RFDS in just one year has been 17 per cent. That, as the member for 
Merredin said, is one of the major services provided by the RFDS. In the past five years there has been a 50 per 
cent increase in transfer rates. We can talk about a mining boom and we can talk about more people living in 
regional areas, but of major concern is the decline in procedural services in hospital facilities and the number of 
doctors and nurses and well-trained people in regional areas, which has resulted, therefore, in a greater need to 
transfer people to Perth.  

The contribution of the state government is probably about $19 million for the inter-hospital transfer component 
of the duties of the Royal Flying Doctor Service. The RFDS provides primary evacuation of people to a health 
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facility or hospital; it provides GP clinics for places that do not have a doctor service; it provides a 24/7 
telephone helpline; and it provides a medical chest or an imprest for medical drugs in isolated regions that are 
serviced by the RFDS at GP clinics. 

Are the minister and the WA Country Health Service talking to the RFDS? It is not just another political interest 
group. 

Mr J.A. McGinty: Nobody said that. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I heard the minister on the radio; I heard it on radio with my own ears. 

Mr J.A. McGinty: Can I say you are wrong—W-R-O-N-G? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: The minister said that this was just another political interest group; just another one.  

Mr J.A. McGinty: No, I didn’t. You ought to clean your ears out! Get the wax out! That is not what I said! You 
are misleading the house now! 

Dr G.G. JACOBS: I would suggest to the minister that the Royal Flying Doctor Service is a vital service to 
Western Australian people. In case the minister thinks that it is just a service for country and regional people, I 
tell him that there are 65 evacuations from Rottnest Island every year; 770 evacuations from the south west; 
1 078 from the goldfields-Esperance region; and 1 417 from the Kimberley. That is an enormous amount of 
work. If the minister talked to the RFDS, which is a great humanitarian service in Western Australia, he would 
know that the RFDS not only saves country people’s lives but also could save the minister’s life and, Madam 
Deputy Speaker, your life as you travel this great state of Western Australia. The total operating budget of the 
RFDS is $36 million, $13.5 million of which is provided by the commonwealth for primary evacuations and GP 
clinics. However, interestingly, officers of the RFDS say that they are very encouraged by the commonwealth 
government because $8 million will be provided over four years for the replacement of two aircraft; aircraft that 
the minister has said he has been requested to replace.  

There is funding of $8 million over four years in the commonwealth government’s budget, under the 
replacement program, for the replacement of two aircraft. 

The Royal Flying Doctor Service does great work that may save not only the lives of country and regional 
people, but also the lives of people in the metropolitan area. The RFDS provides both a retrieval service and an 
inter-hospital service, as well as general practitioner clinics for Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities in 
remote areas.  

What does the Royal Flying Doctor Service require? The minister is saying that it has gone over the top with its 
request. The RFDS needs three additional aircraft and crew to do its work, which has increased by 50 per cent 
over the past five years. The RFDS would also like to revise the thing that is called the grant in aid. The state 
government gives a grant in aid of $18.5 million or $19 million and says, “There’s your money to do all the 
inter-hospital transfers in Western Australia”; that is, with the growth of the mining boom, the decrease in 
procedural facilities in country and regional Western Australia and the burgeoning increase in the number of 
transfers to hospitals, usually in the metropolitan area. The RFDS has said that that contractual arrangement does 
not work for it. The government says to the RFDS, “There’s your $18.5 million or $19 million. Do your work 
with that, despite the growth in many areas.” It is important that the government not call the RFDS just another 
interest group that wants all this money. It should not say that it has only a $36 million budget and that what it is 
asking for is over the top to do the work of retrieval and what I would call true humanitarian aid for Western 
Australians. We are not talking about a Third World country. However, some of the regions are treated very 
much like they are in a Third World country. 

If I have sufficient time, I will tell the house about two cases. One case involved a person who was thrown from 
a four-wheel motorbike at Cape Le Grand. This person had significant chest injuries and head injuries, and was 
transferred to Esperance District Hospital. He had a flailed chest and significant head injuries, and was comatose. 
This patient was resuscitated by the resuscitation team at Esperance District Hospital. That team does a fantastic 
job. That patient then needed to be transferred to a hospital that had a computerised tomography scanner and 
other facilities to deal with the patient. I know that in practice the retrieval times of the RFDS are increasing. 
They have gone out to hours. That is not the fault of the RFDS. It is because the RFDS has so much work to do. 
It may have a plane at Warburton and another plane going somewhere else, and we call for a plane for our 
patient whom we have resuscitated in the resuscitation room. The RFDS will say quite truthfully and quite 
validly that its response times have deteriorated markedly and that it has failed to achieve appropriate retrieval 
times. It is struggling to do the job, but it is not being given the resources to do the job. Therefore, it is very 
disappointing to hear the minister say that it is just an interest group asking for more money. 
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As the motion says, this is a vital, essential service, and we are very disappointed in the minister’s dismissive 
attitude. We need to talk to the RFDS and the country health services. We need to talk about the contractual 
arrangement—the grant in aid—whereby the government says to the RFDS, “Take the $19 million. That’s the 
money you’ve got. You have to do the job with that and just make do.” That is not good enough when providing 
emergency health services and GP clinics to people who cannot access health services in Western Australia. We 
need to seriously consider this issue. We will not support the minister’s amendment. The minister makes it sound 
as though he is doing a fantastic job. He is not doing a fantastic job. We need to recognise that and to seriously 
consider this issue for the benefit of people in Western Australia; that is, you, Madam Deputy Speaker, and me 
and the people in rural and regional WA. 

MS S.E. WALKER (Nedlands) [3.34 pm]: I support the motion. Even if it were ill-conceived, I would support 
it, because I owe a lot to the Royal Flying Doctor Service in Western Australia. This is not the first time that the 
conservative side of Parliament has raised with the government the issue of the RFDS’s fundraising drive to buy 
a fleet of urgently needed aircraft. It was first raised in Parliament and reported in Hansard on 19 November 
2003, at page 13383, when Dr Gallop, who was the then Premier, spoke about the $17 million fundraising drive 
to buy a fleet of urgently needed new aircraft for the RFDS. When he raised that, I challenged him and said that 
at that time he was giving the RFDS just a pittance. 

The state and the commonwealth jointly fund the Royal Flying Doctor Service. However, an issue has not come 
out today. A report from Landline in 2003 states — 

But neither Federal or state Government’s contribute money to buying new planes and equipment. The 
RFDS relies on community and corporate fund raising. And it’s increasingly difficult to attract funds. 

“It’s just amazing, those small planes that you see flying around in the air are intensive care units that 
are being taken out to the patients that are in desperate need, and they can cost up to six million dollars, 
seven million dollars even for the full fit out, . . .  

I know that because I am part of what is called Flying 1000 for the RFDS; that is, women in Perth who 
contribute $250 a year over four years to outfit these planes. 

Mr M.W. Trenorden: Well done, member! 

Ms S.E. WALKER: I thank the member. I am very much a part of that organisation, and I am very proud to be 
part of it because I lived in isolation, 300 kilometres on a dirt road from Carnarvon. When my son, who is now 
35, was three years old, he passed into unconsciousness. I would have had to take him on a corrugated dirt road 
to Carnarvon. However, the RFDS came out and took him  to Carnarvon Regional Hospital. On the second 
occasion, at the same station—Mooloo Downs station in the Gascoyne—a young, full-blood Aboriginal woman 
gave birth in the early hours of the morning. I delivered that child. The RFDS could not come, but it arrived at 
the crack of dawn to pick her up. Thirdly, when I lived on Hamelin station, early one evening there was a 
shooting and a knifing involving a de facto Aboriginal couple on the station. We had to prepare the airstrip that 
we had at that station with 44-gallon drums. We had to assist that woman who had been shot and prepare the 
airstrip. The RFDS came out. It works under very dangerous conditions. 

It is appreciated that the state government has increased the funds to the Royal Flying Doctor Service, if what the 
minister says is true, from $11 million to $19 million. However, the RFDS is looking for $68 million for the 
aircraft, as I understand it. I have not spoken to the RFDS, but that is what it wants and what it needs. It would 
be a boon. The resources of the RFDS are being pulled on. It needs that funding and it should get it. It operates 
from five bases: Derby, Port Hedland, Meekatharra, Kalgoorlie and Jandakot. Many people do not realise that 
the RFDS stops on roads and all sorts of places. At night, it must stop on dirt airstrips with makeshift lighting. 

It is a non-profit organisation. I believe that the commonwealth is not providing enough money. The Minister for 
Health has his mate there now. If the commonwealth, with its budget and with its record surplus this year—that 
is what I read in one of the papers—is contributing only $12.5 million to Western Australia, considering all the 
money we send to it, that is a disgrace, given the size of our state and the areas in which the Royal Flying Doctor 
Service operates. 

I will end on this note because it is so true. The Landline website states—this is how people in isolation feel — 

Somewhere in the stratosphere, in the endless skies of the Outback, comes the unmistakable whine of 
an approaching plane. In times of crisis, for those who live out here in the seeming endlessness of 
Australia’s vast and far-flung regions, there is no sound more welcome. 

. . .  
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 “You know if you’ve someone on the ground bleeding to death, or can’t breathe properly or 
unconscious you know it’s glad to know that RFDS is going to come out in a couple of hours, at least 
help . . .  

That is so true. As I said, I have not spoken to the RFDS. I support it. I have supported it financially. It does a 
magnificent job. The Attorney General should also be calling on the Prime Minister to contribute to the amount 
of $68 million that is required for aircraft.  

MR B.J. GRYLLS (Merredin — Leader of the National Party) [3.40 pm]: What a sorry state of affairs we 
have got ourselves into when the Minister for Health is, in his words, portrayed by the media as calling the Royal 
Flying Doctor Service an interest group. He was given the opportunity to correct that record. Three times this 
morning I heard on the news that the Australian Broadcasting Corporation had contacted the Minister for Health 
for comment and that he could not give an interview. Instead he sent one of his staff to talk about the ambit 
claims of the RFDS. The minister has picked a fight with the RFDS because he does not want to support it. He 
has come into this place with his smart words and smart ways to try to dissociate himself from what has 
happened. Everyone in Western Australia knows what has happened. We have just seen a budget with a 
$2 000 million surplus, a record surplus for Western Australia. The RFDS asked for $68 million early in the 
budgetary process. It did everything it could to cross the t’s and dot the i’s in working with the government 
through the budget process. It has every right to be extremely disappointed and angry with the Carpenter Labor 
government for being spurned and ignored in this last state budget. The only reason the minister is talking about 
continued negotiations is the furore that has arisen over the past couple of weeks. The budget negotiations were 
carried out before the budget. Somehow the RFDS issue managed to fall off that table until it raised a bit of 
publicity because it is so angry about it. 

Mr J.A. McGinty: It simply hadn’t been resolved at that point in time. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: I was well and truly aware of this process from the very beginning. I was willing to raise this 
issue in the Parliament on behalf of the RFDS from the start of this year. The RFDS said that it was working 
closely with the government, that it was confident it had a good working relationship with the government and 
that it was confident that the allocation would be made in the budget. That is why it is now so angry and 
disappointed. That disappointment is felt much more by people in the remote and rural communities of Western 
Australia who know that at some stage in their lives they, their children, their family, their neighbours or their 
friends will need to call on the RFDS. Under the current funding regime, the RFDS is not funded to turn up. 

The $68 million requested by the RFDS is not an ambit claim. I suggest that the minister and his staff remove 
that word from their terminology for fear of more alienation by the RFDS and the country people it seeks to 
support. The $68 million is required to put in place a system that allows the RFDS to meet its response time. Its 
response time is one hour and 15 minutes. It wants to be able to leave base and land with the patient within 
75 minutes of a call. It currently cannot do that. Why? It cannot do that because 80 per cent of its time and 
resources are dedicated to inter-hospital transfers. This is what has changed for the RFDS. It has experienced a 
huge increase in workload as a result of transferring patients between country hospitals and metropolitan 
hospitals because the services are no longer offered in regional communities. Regional communities have had 
their services wound down. The end result is that more patients need to be transferred from those regional 
communities to metropolitan hospitals. The RFDS has been called upon to do that work. When there is an 
emergency, often the plane is in use or the pilot has spent too many hours in the air and cannot be mustered, 
which is why the Derby plane could not leave. The plane was there but the pilot had flown for too many hours. 

Mr J.A. McGinty: There was nowhere for it to land. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: It could have landed in Mt Barnett, where the Kalgoorlie plane landed. 

Mr J.A. McGinty: That was totally inappropriate. It would not have done it anyway. They wouldn’t have flown 
out there as part of the evacuation. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: Why did the Kalgoorlie plane land at Mt Barnett but not the Derby plane?  

Mr J.A. McGinty: That was to pick up the people who didn’t need emergency evacuation, and they were taken 
to Broome. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: There is an airstrip from which a plane can fly all the way from the goldfields to the 
Kimberley but the Kimberley plane was sitting on the tarmac because the pilot had exceeded his hours, probably 
on a patient transfer. The Port Hedland plane was used for a patient transfer. I understand that a premature baby 
was involved and a patient was transferred from Port Hedland to another hospital.  

The minister talks about 49 per cent of the funding coming from the state. If 82 per cent of the RFDS’s work is 
state-based hospital transfers, why is the minister not pushing for 82 per cent of the funding to come from the 
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state budget to fund that? That is what has changed for the RFDS. The minister has offended the RFDS and 
regional Western Australians. The minister has made a mistake. He is normally smarter and more politically 
savvy than this. At this stage he is a little off the mark. Maybe he thinks that the election is a foregone 
conclusion so he has taken his eye off the ball. Picking a fight with the RFDS anywhere in Australia is not a very 
smart political move. His backbenchers do not think it is a very smart political move. The members for 
Kimberley, Central Kimberley-Pilbara, Geraldton and Albany do not think it is a very good political move to 
pick a fight with the RFDS. That is what the minister has done. He should remove the words “ambit claim” from 
his negotiations—I well and truly support the $68 million that the RFDS has requested—so that it can be funded 
to meet its target response times. It could be me, the minister, a member of my family, a friend or one of the 
great contributors to life in regional Western Australia who needs that golden hour response time of 75 minutes. 
We need the RFDS to meet that response time. It has asked for $68 million.  

What has the government given the RFDS in this budget? It received a $2 million increase in funding, to be 
shared between St John Ambulance, the patient assisted travel scheme and the RFDS. What a joke! As I said on 
the radio this morning, the minister did not have too much trouble approving the refurbishment of Neale Fong’s 
offices in Subiaco, which were done out in leather couches and crystal chandeliers, but when it came to funding 
the RFDS in this budget round, the minister was found wanting, and he has been caught out. The community is 
angry—not just country Western Australians but all Western Australians. The minister should get back to the 
table with the RFDS. 

Mr P.D. Omodei: Don’t forget about the portraits of the minister and Neale Fong. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: That is right—the gold-framed pictures. The minister should bring the RFDS back to the 
table. I do not know how the minister will find the money in the budget now that the budget has been handed 
down. Any other program that needed extra funding after the budget would be told to wait until next year’s 
budget round but, strangely enough, in the minister’s words, the RFDS is still in the game. I encourage the 
minister to give it the $68 million it needs to provide its vital services to regional and Western Australia. Too 
many people in Western Australia depend on it. Too many people in Western Australia spend their time and 
money fundraising for the RFDS to be ignored by the government. There is an electoral backlash on this issue 
for the minister’s side of Parliament. He needs to address it.  

MR G. SNOOK (Moore) [3.47 pm]: It is interesting that the team seems to have broken down. Not only has the 
Minister for Health picked a fight with the Royal Flying Doctor Service and regional Western Australia but he 
has also picked a fight with all Western Australians. There would not be too many iconic institutions such as the 
RFDS—the next in line would be St John Ambulance—for which people right across Western Australia, 
including those in city, country and regional areas, always put their hand in their pocket and dig deep. The 
minister has a big problem, which is evidenced by the lack of support that has been shown by his members, 
particularly his country members. 

The minister talked about the joint funding arrangements between the state and the commonwealth. In 
September 2006 the commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing was negotiating with the Royal Flying 
Doctor Service for new funding models. The new agreement with the commonwealth was to be finalised shortly 
thereafter. The indicative results for Western Australian operations at that time was a $24.2 million increase in 
recurrent funding over the next four years and capital funding of $7.1 million over the same period. That was 
from the commonwealth. This may come out later, but it would be interesting to know where those arrangements 
now stand, seeing as the blame game has ended with the election of the new Rudd Labor government.  

It will be interesting to see in the wash-up what the commonwealth government does regarding its new model of 
contributing to services such as the RFDS. 

The Minister for Health claims that the $68 million is an ambit claim. I agree with the previous speakers that it is 
not an ambit claim. That figure must have been arrived at under some sort of arrangement. I would like to hear 
from the minister what arrangements were made between WA Country Health Service and Royal Flying Doctor 
Service when working out how medical and patient services could be provided to rural and regional Western 
Australians. It will be interesting to see whether WA Country Health Service had any input into that figure. I 
have been informed that that money is to be used primarily for planes, staff and equipment to raise the standard 
of service to meet the increasing demand that has been highlighted in the media lately. I am guessing that those 
claims of increased demand are correct because they have not been countered by the government this afternoon. 

In effect, the Minister for Health has insulted Western Australians. Everyone in this state gives very generously 
to the Royal Flying Doctor Service. By my calculations, $1.8 million is donated to it annually. If members of the 
Western Australian public can come good and give to the iconic RFDS almost $2 million from their own 
pockets, that is a clear indication that they are telling the Minister for Health and the government that they 
should appropriately match the amount of revenue required to keep that essential service intact and to meet the 
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rising demand. That demand has increased by 50 per cent over the past four years, according to the RFDS. The 
$19 million provided by the government is recurrent funding. The minister should apologise and come good with 
the money. 

Amendment put and a division taken with the following result — 
Ayes (28) 

Mr P.W. Andrews Mr R.C. Kucera Mrs C.A. Martin Mrs M.H. Roberts 
Mr A.J. Carpenter Mr F.M. Logan Mr M.P. Murray Mr T.G. Stephens 
Mr J.B. D’Orazio Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan Mr A.P. O’Gorman Mr D.A. Templeman 
Dr J.M. Edwards Mr J.A. McGinty Mr P. Papalia Mr P.B. Watson 
Mrs J. Hughes Mr M. McGowan Ms M.M. Quirk Mr M.P. Whitely 
Mr J.N. Hyde Ms S.M. McHale Ms J.A. Radisich Mr B.S. Wyatt 
Mr J.C. Kobelke Mr A.D. McRae Mr E.S. Ripper Mr S.R. Hill (Teller) 
 

Noes (21) 

Mr C.J. Barnett Mr J.H.D. Day Mr D.T. Redman Ms S.E. Walker 
Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan Dr K.D. Hames Mr A.J. Simpson Dr J.M. Woollard 
Mr M.J. Birney Ms K. Hodson-Thomas Mr G. Snook Dr G.G. Jacobs (Teller) 
Mr T.R. Buswell Mr J.E. McGrath Dr S.C. Thomas  
Mr G.M. Castrilli Mr P.D. Omodei Mr M.W. Trenorden  
Dr E. Constable Mr C.C. Porter Mr T.K. Waldron  
 

            

Pair 

 Mr J.R. Quigley Mr R.F. Johnson 

Amendment thus passed. 

Motion, as Amended 

Question put and passed. 
 


